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Chapter I 
Introduction 
Amalgamation of labor unions has been occuring in the 
United States since the 1860 ' s . This fact has been recog-
nized by those vrho vvrite of the historJl of the labor move-
ment in America, but beyond classifying labors ' develop-
ment into five or six stages , little or no empirical evi-
dence has been presented to explain the tendency tov·;ards 
"combinations". It is the intent of this paper to use a 
method VIhich will present and examine reasons for amalgama-
tion v1hich are mentioned in the oracles or proceedings of 
several unions which have voiced opinions concerning their 
desire to amalgamate. 
It is believed that from a study even further than is 
attempted here, some knowledge of the development to ·which 
"laborism" might grow in the United States may be gleaned . 
This prediction, however , is not the purpose of this paper . 
It was mentioned that the material presented by the 
unions themselves will be the basic data used in this paper . 
Another method, a conscientious study of real wages , money 
wages , period of the business cycle , union leadership , type 
of product market , the exogenous factor war, etc . , could 
have been adopted . If such a technique were to be pursued , 
1 
the results would have to be based on a grand hypothesis , 
i . e. that unions were guided by these factors in their 
desire for amalgamation. This is too great an assumption 
to be made unless specifically confirmed by a union. 
2 
Looking backwara_s, one may super:i.:m.pose reasons for amalgama-
tion of which a union may not have been aware. The ques -
tion would then arise if the union had amalgamated because 
of J£nown causes or if it had acted tu1consciously. If such 
a haphazard method were used conclusions could easily be 
exaggerated and "used" to illustrate desired and knovm facts. 
The wish to use a precise method to examine the ques-
tion has led to my adopting an empirical case stua.y approach 
rather than one limited by assumptions. 
Definition of Terms 
Amalgamation 
In order to discuss the causes for amalgamation of 
labor unions, it would seem appropriate to offer a defini-
tion of the term amalgamation and its derivatives , as it 
will be used in this paper. In the very earliest stages 
of unionization , amalgamation was the joining to-gether of 
independent local unions for the puJ.:•pose of forming a. national 
union. An example of this would be the merging of the Phil-
adelphia Cordwainers with the New York Cordwainers to form 
a National Cordwainers Union. In dealing VTith this process 
.John R. Commons early defined amalgamation in such a way 
3 
that it became associated with a unifying movement among 
craft unions. \ 
This limited conception of amalgamation has survived 
up to the present .so that an amalgruaated union continued to 
be generally considerec1 a mult i-craft union vrhich included 
two or more skilled groups who worked on the same material 
or v'vho performed similar tasks. Under such a conception 
when a merger occurred, the individual unions would be ex-
pected to give up their separate identity ana. autonomy and 
to emerge as a newly chartered organization. Examples or 
this type of unionization would be the International Associa-
tion of Machinists and the .Amalgamated Meat-Cutters and Butch-
er Workmen of North .America, both of which had mergers as 
early as 1895. 
Such a pure form of multi-craft organization was not 
able to withstand the consolidating force of modern industry 
and has thus moved towards the shape of the industrial union. 
The new form of consolidation necessitates the formulation 
of a new concept to describe accurately the process of mer-
ger which is currently taking place . One such attempt was 
made by Robert Hoxie when he discussed the properties or 
the amalgamated _union. Here he said: 
"it ffihe Amalgamated] is not a ffiure7 indus-
trial union, since it may be one of several 
labor organizations whose workers are engaged 
in turning out a given finished product, or 
are in the employ of a single capitalistic en-
terprise.u 1 · 
1. Robert F. Hoxie , Trade Unions in the United States, p. 42. 
Hoxie goes on to say that "it may overlap ino.ustrial d.ivi-
. 2 
sions" . 
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This tends to suggest that the amalgamated. union can-
not merely be considered a multi-craft union nor neither can 
it be a purely ina.ustrial union. Furthermore it Lm.plies 
that it actually may be more encompassing than either types. 
Thus when amalgamation is defined for purposes of this paper, 
it shall assume more of the meaning of the latter (Hoxie) 
conception of amalgamation than of the earlier (Commons) one. 
Such a definition will allow the term amalgamated to 
apply to unions which v.rould normally be thought of as in-
dustrial unions. The unions herein considered. need not have 
adopted new charters with the incorporation of other unions 
into their ranks. They only needed to have enlarged upon 
their charters so as to cover the activities of the newly 
absorbed unions. This was the case, for example, with the 
United Automobile Workers v'Then it organized the Agricultural 
Implement and Aircraft workers, or vli th the United Brother-
hood of Carpenters and Joiners when it enlarged its juris-
diction to include the Shipvvrig_h.ts, Joiners and Caulkers 
Union of 1\merica. In the latter instance the product on 
v.rhich the men worked was similar while in the former case 
the ·tasks performed were similar. 
2. Ibid., p . 42. 
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Given this modified d.ef·inition of amalgamation, the 
term vfill be used in this paper to cover any Brotherhood, 
Association or .Amalgamated union composed ot· men who work 
in s~1ilar or dissimilar crafts but with the same materials, 
or v•rith different materials within the same craft. Amal-
gamation will include either a merger of two unions or the 
absorption of' one union by another. 
Maturity 
Maturity will be used to mean union growth - growth 
through capable lead.ership and in the use of internal poli-
tics. It will refer to the strength which a union gains 
t hrough these factors. It will refer to the power which 
is added to the union through increased membership. It is 
the maturation or "savoir-faire" in handling situations 
which arises through repeated experience. It is the use 
of a union's position ad.vantageously. Maturity is a con-
cept of growth., 
Innovations and Technological Changes 
Innovation will mean the introduction of a new pro-
ctuction function which outlines the grovrth of a new firm 
and equipment. It would allow a nev·r good to be introduced 
on the market or the improvement in quality of· an old good. 
It would allow the creation of new markets and of new sup-
plies. 
Some but not all innovational changes are based on 
technology. Those which are founded on technology will 
be called technological changes. 
EXPlanation of Title 
It is to be noted that. the title of this paper is 
Causes :for the .Amalgamation of· Labor Unions. The "causes" 
which are mentioned. in the "Conclusions" of this paper and 
throughout the chapters do not claim to be the complete 
answer f or all cases. They seem to be the underlying trend 
of the cases studied here. Since enough evidence is not 
considered here for a generalization of' the conclusions 
to cover all cases in which amalgamation occurred, the con-
clusions made will be based on and ref·er to the material 
covered in this paper - even though it may later be found 
feasible to apply them generally . 
The title :implies that there is no single "cause" 
strong enoug_'h to be the sole agent operating in all cases 
and at all times vrhen amalgamation occurs. It does not 
' 
negate the fact that a single factor may be the dominant 
one and over-shadow other factors which have also played 
a part in causing an amalgamation. In such a case, al-
though the "causes" may not be acting with equality, their 
overall importance will not be lessened. 
There may also be many causes, seemingly superficial, 
which are capable of instigating an amalge~ation. These 
are not covered here because sufficient material is not 
6 
available to make the v'rork of value. The conclusions 
given in this work are based upon an interpretation of 
the statements of union leaders and cannot be considered 
all inclusive. 
7 
Chapter II 
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and ~oiners or America 
Chronology* 
1881: Organized as Brotherhood of Carpenters and 
~oiners of America. Particinated in the 
Formation of the 1linerican Federation of 
Labor. 
1888: Merged with United Order of American Car-
penters and ~oiners formed in 1872 as a 
separate -organization in New York and 
vicinity, to for.m the United Brotherhood 
of Carpenters and ~oiners of America·. 
1912: Merged witlj. th$ Amalgamated Wood Workers 
of America. { q,v.) 
1913: Absorbed International Union of Shipvvrights, 
~oiners, Caulkers, Boat BUilders and Ship 
Cabinet Makers of America. ( q.v.) 
1914: Assumed jurisdiction over membership of 
American Branch of Amalgamated Society of 
Carpenters and ~oiners of Great Britain. 
1936: Seceding faction organized Federation of 
Woodworkers, (now ·International Woodworkers 
of· America, C .I .o. - 1937) • 
1941: Absorbed membership of Industrial Employees' 
Union, a West Coast Independent Union. 
The strength or the United Brotherhood of· Carpenters 
was augmented by its size, the importance of the material 
with which the men worked, and its participation in the 
f 'or.matim of the .American Federation of Labor. Because 
8 
* This Chronology is taken from L. Reynolds and c. Killings-
"I:ITorth, Trade Union Publications and · from the Proceedings 
of· the lDn.erican Federat1on of· Labor, 1931. All other 
Chronologies found in this ·work come from the same sources. 
of this strategic and pO'V'rerful position, it vras able 
successfully to trespass upon the jurisdiction of other 
"1 . 
unions. 
The reason usually given for the extension of its 
jurisdiction was t hat the job done by competing unions 
was work which their men had performed before another 
material had been substituted for wood. Thus a techno-
logical change eventually led to a jurisdictional dis-
pute. The dispute was settled when the Carpenters had 
either increased their jurisdiction or had absorbed or 
merged with the other unions, The path chosen depended 
on the closeness of the trade and material of the com-
peting union to the Carpenters. 
A brief history of the Carpenters• union in its early 
days, and s et t lement of the disputes which arose between 
the Car penters and the Amalgamated Vloodworkers Internation-
al Union; International Union of Shipwrights, Joiners and 
Caulkers of .America; .Amalgamated Society of Carpenters 
and the Sheet Metal Workers, will be dealt with in this 
chapter. The Vloodworkers' International Union and the 
Shipwrights are unions which actually amalgamated with 
1. Such unions as the Structural Iron Workers' Union,· 
Elevators' Constructors' Union, Tile Layers' Union, 
Painters' Union, Asbestos Workers• Union, Hod Car-
riers' Union, Wire and l1Ietal Lathers' -Union, United 
Brewery Worlanen, Operative Plasterers, and Cement 
Finishers, Longshoremen, Machinists, Upholsters, and 
t he Sheet Metal Workers had their jurisdictional 
rights infringed upon by the Carpenters. 
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the Carpenters and will be discussed first. The Amalga-
mated Society of· Carpenters did not actually merge with 
the Carpenters but was :forced to accept their rulings. 
The case of the Sheet Metal Workers will be mentioned 
because it shovrs how problems arising from technological 
changes were solved by methods other than amalgamation. 
It is felt that if' the Sheet Metal Workers had been pri-
marily wood workers, they, like the Shipv11rights, would 
have been absorbed by the Carpenters. This case will be 
used as a "backward" approach to explain requirements :for 
amalgamation. 
Early History 
The original jurisdiction o:f the Carpenters as stated 
in their constitution in 1886 included "all competent car-
penters and joiners engaged at woodwork , stairbuilders, 
' 
mill-v;rights, planing-millbench hands, cabinet makers en-
gaged at carpenters work; and carpenters running wood-
- 2 
working machinery ." The competition to which the re-
volving plane, introduced in 1840, and the other -wood-
working machines which :followed vlrould. lead, was greatly 
underestimated by the Carpenters and jurisdiction over 
woodworking machines, was limited to carpenters. No 
complaints against machines, or the factory system which 
2. ~uarterly Journal o:f Economics, 1926, p . 477. 
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arose to finish sashes, doors, and window panes, were 
loud enough or strong enough to be heard effectively: 
Awareness of' change was.· seeping into the union and 
a revision in the constitution broadened the membership 
of the machine workers. The 1888 charter of the United 
Brotherhood said that tta candidate to be admitted to 
membership in the United Brotherhood must be a jot~ney­
man , carpenter, or joiner, a stair builder, mill-v~ight, 
planing-mill bench hand , or ~ journeyman running wood-
.3 
'li\rorking machinery" . This, or course is not a great re-
vision, but it is an indication of the changing times. 
At the same convention, the secretary reported that 
three of· the unions affiliated with the Brotherhood were 
composed exclusively ~ of _  .planing-mill bench hands, and 
"4 
two more of sash-, door-, and blind-makers. The existenQe 
of these craft unions within the Brotherhood aggravated 
the dispute with the Sheet Metal Workers. If the sash 
and door makers had not been totally craft unions, but 
dispersed among the mill-W2~ights, stair-builders, etc., 
they would not have had enough strength within the various 
unions to contest the Steel Metal Workers' right to in-
stall metal sashes where once wooden ones were used. 
3. ProceediP~s, United Brotherhood, 1890, P• 36 (underl ine 
ac1ded}. 
4. Proceedings, United Brotherhood, 1888, p. ll1-• 
ll 
Instead their squabbles would have been drowned by the 
throng. 
In the late 1880's, the major dispute of the Brother-
hood was with the International Furniture Workers, a union 
which had admitted to its membership factory workers. 
Settlement of these disputes or exact mention of them 
are not told in the A. F . of L. proceedings. However, 
it may be guessed that the question centered around the 
Brotherhood's desire to include "journeymen running wood-
working machines" regardless of' whether they were carpen-
ters, joiners, or furniture workers . Although the dis-
:putes may not have been settled, the fate of' the weakened 
Furniture Workers may be seen from the chronology of the 
Amalgama-ted Vlood Workers ' International Union. 
The remaining history of the gro~~h of' the Carpenters' 
Union, in which we are interested, may be seen from the 
stories of the unions which were forced into amalgamation 
as a result of· effective aggressive methods :pursued by the 
-
12 
Carpenters. The legality of these acts was achieved through 
additional changes in the constitution. The 1907 revision 
clai.rned, "all journeymen, carpenters and · joiners • • • • 
whether employed on the build.ing , or the :preparation or 
' 5 
manuf'acture of the material for the same". 
-5. Quarterly Journal of Economics, 1926, :p. 479. 
The use of the word material greatly broadened the 
scope over which the Carpenters mi&ht seek jurisdiction. 
It also recognizes that the composition of materials used 
in construction was widening. 
The 1920 revision recognized the mechanizations which 
occurred in the industry. It was now possible for men 
·who vrere not carpenters to run machines which did carpen-
try work. Accordingly jurisdiction was altered to include 
all men whether or not a carpenter , ·working on tasks 
"where the skill, knowledge and training of· a carpenter 
are required, either throught the operation of a machine 
·6 
or hand toolsn. 
These changes kept the carpenters f~om losing men 
who were forced to alter the materials with which they 
worked, from losing men whose hand.-skill tracte competed 
with machine skills and from losing men who were approach-
ed by other unions in a similar position. A semblance of 
the jurisdictional disputes into v·rhich these revisions 
brought the carpenters may be found from the fate of the 
unions mentioned above. Their stories follow immediately 
and are examples of mergers with, subjection by, and re-
jection of the carpenters' power. 
6. Proceedings, United Brotherhood, 1924, section 7. 
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A. Amalgamated Wood Workers' International Union 
of .America 
Chronology 
1890: Organized as Machine Wood ·Workers' Inter-
national Union : o~ America, 1Uilerican Feder-
ation o~ Labor. 
1896: Merged with International Furniture Workers' 
Union of America to f orm Junalgamated Wood 
Workers' International · ..m:iion o:f .America . 
1912: Absorbed membership o:f United -Order of Box 
Mal\:ers and Sawyers of America. Ivierged with 
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners 
of .America~ -
In 1890, ·when the Machine VJood Workers petitioned 
the Junerican Federation of Labor for a charter, an agree-
7 
ment \vas reached with the United Brotherhood of · Carpenters 
and Joiners whereby the latter was to keep all carpenters 
who were then machine woodvTOrkers. The carpenters who 
were still underestimating the extent to which machines 
woula. penetrate the industry did not contest the charter. 
By 1895, the International Furniture Workers vv-ere so 
8 . 
weakened by disputes vrith the Carpenters and by competi-
tion from the carpenters and machine woodworke:z;-s, that 
they ·were f ·orced to merge with the Wood workers . The 
new union was called the Amalgamated Wood workers• In-
ternational Union. This did not stop the Carpenters 
7• Proceedings; United Brotherhoodt·l894t·p • . 42; 47. 
8~ Proceedings, American Federation, 1902, p. 1. 
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from continuing the extension of their jurisdiction nor 
infringement upon the Amalgamated's rights. 
In 1902, the ~~algrunated charged violation of the 
agreement by the United Brotherhood. They asked the 
A. F . of L. for 11 full and sole jurisdiction over the fact-
ory woodvmrkers, whether employed in planing mill, piano, 
. 9 
cabinet, or interior-finish factory"~ Their claim for 
the jurisdictiori rested on the fact that prior to their 
amalgamation t hese workers had belonged to the r.'Iachine 
Wood Vlorkers. It seemed only natural that these workers 
should now come under the jurisdiction of' the Amalgamated 
Wood 1Norkers Union. 
In April of 1902, the Executive Council upheld the 
resolution of the Wood Workers. This decision was ignored 
by the Carpenters because it limited their jurisdiction. 
They protested the Exe cut ive Council's ruling on the basis 
t hat it had violatea. the law granting autonomous settle-
ment of disputes , or attempts of settlement, before action 
could be taken by the A. F. of L. committees. Accordingly 
d iscussion vras reopened in 1903, and Mr. P. I. Downey was 
chosen umpire • He gave to the Amalgamated , "all vmrkers 
15 
10 
in planing mills, furniture and interior-finish factories" . 
9 ~ Proceedings, .American Federation, 19Q2, .p. 1. 
lO.Pr oceedings, United Brotherhood, 1903, p. 44~ 
To the Carpenters he granted jurisdiction "over all work 
on new ana. old buildings and the putting up of store and 
.11 
office fixtures". 
The Carpenters still did not approve of the decision 
and continued to ignore it even though it vms sustained 
by the Executive Council at the 1903 convention of the 
A. F. of L. The Carpenters believed, by now, that there 
should be only one union in the woodwork f 'ield, and that 
union was theirs. An aggressive program was initiated 
to stGal ano. enlarge their member.sliiL:p . By 1909, the 
.Arlale;amated ·wood Workers were so weakened, tlat t hoir 
nrotests were heard feebly at the A. F. of L. Convention. 
Such was the strength of' the Brotherhood, that it was 
felt by the A. F. of L. that to revoke its charter would 
not solve the difficulty. In fact the Brotherhood's 
povrer was so great that in the A. F. of L. convention in 
this sa.J.--ne year, the Wood Vforl,:ers were ordered to amalgam-
ate with the United Brotherhood of Car}:>enters. The wood 
Workers managed to i gnore the order until 1912 ·when it 
was finally absorbed by the Carpenters. 
The Carpenters, through strength, perseverance and 
assertion , managed to absorb a union whose trade resembled 
t heir own.. This similarity of tasks was brought about 
by the increase in the scope of the car:pent.ers' v'rork caused 
11. Ibid ., P• 44• 
16 
by technological change and innovations. 
B. International Union of Ship,~ights, Joiners, 
and Caulkers of' .America -
Chronology 
1902: 
1907: 
1911: 
1913: 
Organized as National Union Shipvvrights, 
Joiners and Caulkers of America. Affil -
iated with A. F. of L. 
Changed -name to International Union ShiP-
\'li'ights, Joiners, Caulkers, Boat Builders 
and Ship Cabinet Makers of America. 
. . . 
Suspended by A. F. o:l L. 
Absorbed by United Brotherhood of Carpenters 
and Joiners of· America. 
In the 1901 Proceedings of the American Federation 
of Labor a first clue to the f ·ate of t he Ship\IITrights, 
Joiners and Caulkers of America is :round when a state-
ment was issued that said, "VIT1ereas , the shipwrights, 
caulkers, joiners, and boat builders from time ~~emorial 
have been a distinct and separate craft from house car-
penters and joiners •••• be it resolved that all Unions 
of' Shi:p Carpenters, Caulkers, Ship Joiners, and Boat 
Builders be instructed • • • • to form an International 
Union of Ship Carpenters, Caulkers, Ship Joiners and Boat 
12 
Builders" . A desire to assert the individuality and 
independence of the shipwrights is evident from this 
12. Proceedings , A. F . of L., 1901, P• 130. 
17 
meeting. It may also be interpreted that some conflict 
had arisen bet·ween the Carpenters and Shipwrights which 
caused the latter to state their scope. It is also to 
be noted that the industries using wood were strong enough 
:13 
to support financially three International Unions. 
Neit,her the Wood Workers nor t he Carpenters registered 
enough complaints; , if. any, to cause the American Federa-
tion of Labor to deny the Shipv~ights a charter. 
By 1903, overt conflict had arisen between the Car-
penters and the Shipwrights . Remedial action vras sought 
at the A. F. of L. convention. A representative of the. 
Ship-wxights complainea. about an act of· the Executive coun-
cil o:r the Brotherhood of Carpenters which granted charters 
to two local Shipv~ight unions. (Local no. 1139 of ~effer­
sonville, Indiana, and Local no. 1172 of New London, Conn-
ecticut.) They requested the Executive Board of the A. F. 
of L. to direct the locals, "to apply for and receive a 
charter from the National Union of Shipv~ights ~oiners and 
14 
Caulkers of Jun.erica11 instead of from the United Brother-
hood of Carpenters. 
No immediate settlement of the issue was made , and in 
the Proceedings of the following year , 1904, a decision of' 
13. United Brotherhood of Carpenters and ~oiners of .Am.er-
ica, Amalgamated Wood Workers International Union, · 
and the International Union of Shipwrights , ~oiners, 
and Caulkers of America ~ - · · 
14. Proceedings , A. F. of L., 1903, p. 221. 
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the A. F. of L. to favor the Carpenters may be interpreted 
from the following resolution. ''Vn1ereas, the A. F . of L. 
in its instructions to Organizers, advises that Ship Joiners 
are eligible for membership in the United Brotherhood of' 
Carpenters and Joiners of America, notwithstanding that 
the International Union of Shipvvrights Joiners and Caulkers 
of· .America are given jurisdiction over all woodworkers on 
ships, boats, and all floating structures; therefore be it, 
Resolved, that in the future it shall be made clear to 
Organizers of the A. F. of L. that Ship Joiners belong un-
der the jurisdiction of the International Union of' Ship-
. 15 
wrights , Joiners and Caulkers of .America." 
The 1904 resolution was ref'erred to the Executive 
Council who agreed with the Cmnmi ttee that Ship Joiners 
were eligible for membership in either union - an obvious 
benefit to the Carpenters. No other disputes were aired 
at national conventions o~ the mnerican Federation of 
Labor until 1907. Then Local no. 696 of the Carpenters' 
Union was accused of "usurping places of Local no. 68 
(a Shipvvright Union), of working with non-union men on 
marine and floating work at a lower scale of' "Wage than 
"16 
the ship carpenter". Settlement of this dispute by the 
convention interferea. with the A. F. of' L. policy o:f a 
1~~ Proceedings; A. F. of L~~ 1904; p. 210. 
16. Proceedings, A. F. of L., 1907. 
19 
national's autonomy to first attempt to settle disputes . 
The question was left f or conferences between the two 
Internationals who were unable to complete t hem s~tisfac­
torily . At t he annual convention in 1908, again no deci-
sion was made. This ttme the confusion which arose from 
conflicting testimony vms givGn as an excuse to explain 
the lack of action. 
20 
The problem was never settled and in 1911 the Inter-
national Union of Shipwrights, Joiners, Caulkers of' .America:_·_ 
'~s suspended from the A. F. of L. for non-payment of per 
capital dues. In 1913 the Union having diminished in size 
and power was absorbed by the United Brotherhood of Car-
penters and Joiners - a fate similar to the wood Workers. 
Further mention of the Shipv~ights' Union is not made 
in the Proceedin~s. In analyzing their plight, one may 
notice t hat t he 1903 dispute arose between Locals in a 
river city and in a seaport tcwrn. Aside from the factor 
t hat this was a recession year f'or cturable goods and men 
would eagerly accept jobs wherever available - on land or 
sea objects and under the jurisdiction of the union which 
offered the most security - aside from this, river traffic 
had reached its peak some fifty years ago and had been de-
clining ever since. Shipwrights in inland river tovms, 
were gradually forced to turn to other wood work jobs. 
As this occurred it was natural that the men shifted their 
membership from the Shipvrrights' Union to the Carpenters' 
Union• 
A similar argument vrill be used to explain the move-
ment from the Shi:pvr.right 1 s Union to the Carpenters' Union 
in seaport towns. Materials used in shipbuilding were no 
longer predominately of wood, The use of metals VIas con-
tinuously increasing, and the merr .had either to change 
the materials vri th which they ·worked or to seek other em-
ployment working in wood. The solution to this problem 
2.1 
was not solved for the Shipvr.rights until they were absorbed 
by the Carpenters who were better equipped vrith strength 
and resources to attack t he matter. 
c. Amalgamated Society o~ Carpenters and Joiners 
of Great Brita1n 
This union was an offspring of a British organiza~ 
tion. lhen it was first organized, it was useful to the 
Brotherhood of Carpenters as an agent to for.m locals in 
cities where they were vreak or non-existent . Consequently 
the Carpenters did not challenge their existence. By 1908 
both u..11ions claimed jurisdiction over the sa.'1le workers 
and overt conflict had arisen. The Amalgamated favored a 
joint or equal union, but the Carpenters preferred to ab-
sorb the Amalgamated. 
The problem vras referred to the Executive Council of' 
the A. F. of L. where an u.rn.pire, Adolph Strasser, gave a 
decision whereby each un ion retained its ovm identity. 
The .Amalgamated agreed to this, but it -vvas opposed by 
the Brotherhood. The Executive Council itself vms the 
next to act on the question. It decided that the PJnal-
gamated should be absorbed by the Brotherhood, Since t he 
Amalgamated refused to obey, it vms suspended from the 
Federation. It vms later readmitted as part of the Car-
penters and was forced to accept all the·ir rulings. 
This case requires little explanation. It was the 
att~ck by t he Carpenters and their stubborn refusal t o 
allow other unions to gain in strength or numbers. Their 
persistence in attack ing dualism weru(ened the Amalgamated 
to such an extent that it was forced to submit to t he 
whuus of the stronger and more influential union. 
D. Sheet Metal Worl~ers 
This case is of importance because it points out a 
requirement necessary for amalgamation. The questions 
d iscussed here may only be termed jurisdictional disputes. 
Neither union was completely able to conquer or absorb 
t he other. Instead a compromise had to be reached. The 
r easons for the retention of t heir individuality are the 
overall diversity of the jobs on which the men worked and 
of t he materials vrhich they handled~ Only in one instance 
di.d the job and material used by the metal worker inter-
lock vfi th t hat of the carpenters; and this is a minute 
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case in comparison to their wide berths of· employment. 
But it is an important case because it demonstrates that 
similarity of material and work caused by technological 
changes and/ or innovations, dravm seemingly distant unions 
together and is a plausible :prereq_uisite for amalgamation·. 
In the early 1900's, cornices and other trims were 
introduced as metal fixtures in :place o:r wooden ones. 
The carpenters immediately claimed jurisdiction over this 
17 
innovation. Their claim was based on the fact that the 
same skill was required to put up metal cornices as to put 
u:p vvooden ones; the metal vmrk s:i.mply replaced the ·wood 
work ; and that carpenters' tools were used to install the 
metal trim. The Sheet Ni:etal Workers also demanded this 
work because the materials used were ones over which they 
had always held jurisdiction. 
The dissension which arose ~vas not easily settled, 
and the case was given to an impartial judge. He awarded 
the jurisdiction to the Carpenters since the job vms sirn.-
ilar to ones they already performed. As is to be expected 
the Metal Workers refused to abide by the decision and 
18 
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appealed to the Building Trades Department of the A. F. of L. 
17. 
18. 
The reasons given here include all claims :ror juris-
cliction incorporated into the constitution by ·1920. 
Proceedings; Building ·Trades Department, 1909, p. 83; 
1911, p. 59, 62; 1912, p. 73, 85. 
A suggestion that me-tal trim and doors be given to the 
metal ·workers was approved by the Building Trades Depart-
ment , but was ignored by the Carpenters~~ The Department 
suspended the Carpenters and recommended that the A. F . 
of L. should do the same. 
Gompers intervened and suggested to the Department 
that for the sake of the labor movement , the Carpenters 
should be reinstated . Without mentioning the cause for 
the suspension, in 1912 the Carpenters were again received 
as members of the Department. The issue was still un-
settled, and as the Brotherhood still refu~ed to accept 
the decision , it again withdrew from the Department. 
The A. F . of L. in 1915, ordered them to reaffiliate. 
They did this with the dispute remaining unsettled. 
The tactics which the Carpenters followed were simi-
lar to those applied to other cases. No ctecision which 
was unfavorable to them was accepted. They doggedly 
held out for wider jurisdiction. A compromise, agreeable 
to the Carpenters, suggested in 1915 that metal workers 
shoula. do the manufacturing o:f hollovr metal trim, and its 
erection should be done by the carpenters, was now dis-
puted by the Metal Workers. · 
In 1921, a decision was handed down by the National 
Board for Jurisdictional Award.s in the Building Trades. 
This granted permission to the Sheet Metal Workers to 
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install "hollow-metal sash, when such frames and sash 
' 19 
are made of No. 10 gauge metal or lighter". Since the 
Metal Workers v\fere allowed to install plus work on the 
manufacturing of hollmv metal trim, the Brotherhood with-
drevv its support from the National Board and refused to 
accept the ruling. The usual severance from the Building 
Trades foll~red and haggling lasted until 1929. In that 
year the following agreffinent reached between the United 
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners and the Sheet Metal 
Workers' International Union was ratif'ied by both unions. 
"It is agreed that members of the United Brother-
hood of Carpenters and Joiners of America shall 
erect·and install all interior metal trim ·such as 
bucks, jambs, door casing, base chairrail, picture 
mould ings, partitions and all other material gen-
erally referred to as trim except toilet parti-
tions, which shall be done by the Sheet Metal 
Vvorkers. Also when a sheet metal contractor who 
is engaged in manufacturing and erecting sheet 
metal products f'or buildings such as cornices, 
s ky-lights, metal roofings, ventilating work, · etc. 
manufactures the material ref·erred to as trim, 
with members of the Sheet Metal Workers' Associa-
tion they shall do the erecting of same in a man-
ner that will comply with the working agreement 
now in f 'otce between the Sheet Metal workers and 
said firm. 
11 It is further agreed that in the settling · of' 
metal window frames that when frames are set, stay-
ed, ph.unbed or braced such VJOrlc shall be done by 
carpenters, but if' set or placed in an opening in 
walls left when a building is erected the ·work 
shall be done by sheet meta+ workers. The hang-
ing and adjusting of metal sash shall be done by 
sheet .:metal workers. It is further agreed that 
any metal work in connection w·ith store fronts 
19. Proceedings, Building Trade Department, 1921, p. 37. 
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shall .be done by sheet metal workers .. 
· ". - • - . • the erection of metal colu.11111 f 'orrns 
•••• shall be done by sheet metal workers . 
Any framing in connection therew~ith shall be 
done by carpenters. 
"• .... the installation of metal lockers, 
also the erection of ordinary plain metal shelv-
ing shall be done by sheet metal workers. n ID 
The great detail in which this avmrd is written in 
contrast to the earlier decisions increases the difficulty 
of evaluating it. In 1929, some twenty years later, the 
uses of metal trim had grovm considerably and are labor-
iously defined in the agreement. The contract with cer-
tain restrictions follows most closely the 1915 one. 
This granted control of the workers who manufactured metal 
trim to the Sheet Metal Workers , and erection of· the trim 
to the Carpenters. If this be the case, the Carpenters 
seem to have been able to hold out for their demands. 
The metal workers may have felt that the qualifications 
granted were enough to justify their loss. The working 
agreement which must have been in existence during the 
twenty years of haggling must have eventually approxi-
mated the final agreement. 
As stated earlier in the section, general differences 
in basic materials and ·tasks kep·t these two unions from 
merging. The relative strength of each allowed the dis-
pute to last as long as it did. Each was able to badger 
20 . Proceedings , American Federation of Labor, 1929, P• 70. 
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the council to revise an 1LDfavorable decision, until a 
workable one was finally reached. 
E. Smnmary 
The method used by the Carpenters in this last case 
was similar to their tactics in other cases. Here bully-
ing did not work as effectively against the metal v1orkers 
because of their overall differences, and a compromise 
had to be sought. In the other cases where a s imilarity 
of work had existed, the control or absorption of' t he 
union had been possible with the development of a greater 
maturity in the Carpenter's Union . Thus the Amalgamated 
Wood Workers, the .Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and 
Joiners of Great Britain, and the International Union 
of Shipv~ights, Joiners and Caulkers of America had to 
yield to the factor of unequal strength ruaong t he unions. 
Technological changes and innovations were factors forc-
ing the amalgamation with the ShipvTrights and the con-
troversies with the Sheet Metal Workers. In the latter 
case t he maturities of the unions "~Nere in harmony, and 
the sub-factor of technological changes, similarity of 
work and material, was not strong enough to cause an 
amalgamation. 
All three major factors had operated in the f ormation 
of t he Brotherhood's organization in 1914. They were not 
necessarily all working at the same time or with the same 
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rorce at the time of each amalgamation, but they were 
present at one time or another. This makes it possible 
to say that there were causes rather than one cause for 
amalgamat ions within the United Brotherhood of Carpenters 
and Joiners of America. 
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Chapter III 
International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffers, Ware-
housemen and Helvers of America 
Chronology 
1898: Organized by a group of team drivers. 
1899: Affiliated vlith the Af* F. of ·L. as Team 
Drivers' International Union. 
1901: A seceding fraction organized the Teamsters• 
National Union. 
1903: Merged with Teamsters' National Union to 
for.m the International Brotherhood of Team~ 
sters. 
1906: Seceding fraction organized United Teamsters 
of America. This was in exi$tence in the 
Chicago area as late as 1925. 
1910: Changed name to International Brotherhood of 
Teamsters, Chauffers, Stablemen and Helpers . 
1940: Assumed present title. 
History 
Whether ovmers of teams should be allowed to become 
members of the Team Drivers' International Union caused 
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a section of the union to secede in 1901. The Team Dr ivers' 
International Union admitted owners if they drove the team 
1. Probably the -Teamsters' Protective Union, 7083; ·Team-
sters' Union, 7135; Teamsters' Protective ·union, 5873; 
and the Teamsters and Drivers Union, 7045. These 
unions were · represented in the 1898 convention of the 
A. F. of L., but not in the 1899 one. 
t hemselves. The Teamsters' National Union, the seceding 
fraction, refused to admit them on any grounds. The unions 
later merged but not until the original union -was forced 
to admit that the industry had changed sufficiently so 
that the ovmers and drivers should be regarded as separate 
entities. 
:Most of the unions • reports were given orally, so 
little information exists bef'ore 1910, the first year in 
which complete written records were kept . 
Jurisdiction 
In the 1908 Proceedings of the Teamsters , jurisdic-
tion was claimed "over all helpers, chauffers and helpers 
and men who are employed on horses, harness carriages or 
2 
automobiles , in or around stables or garages". The use 
of the conjunction "or", implies that automobiles were 
not yet of sufficient importance to overshadow carriages, 
nor were they and garages to be ignored. The importance 
of both were equal and recognition had to be granted . In 
the same Proceedings, the title of the organization which 
carries some negation of this implication, is given as 
"3 
"the International Brotherhood of Teamsters and Helpers" . 
2. Proceedings·or the Brotherhood of Teamsters & Helpers, 
1908, ·p . ' 24 • . 
3. Ibid., p. 23. 
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By 1909 the change in the method of locomotion fuich 
had occurred was fully a:pprec ia ted. .At the A. F. o:f L. 
convention, Delegate Daniel J". Tobin of the Teamsters• 
Union reported: 
''Vfuereas , it is a well known fact that in 
this country to-day the horse is becoming re-
placed by the automobile; and 
'~fhereas, thousands of our members who were 
:formerly engaged in a.riving horses are now op-
erating motor trucks,, automobiles, and deliver-
ing merchandise, transporting passengers, and 
hauling freight in every section of the country; 
and -
"Vfhereas, the stablemen are the men employed -
in taking care of' horses, harnessing , cleaning, · 
etc. are directly apart of' the teaming industry, 
vre desire to request this Convention to grant · 
us the International Brotherhood of TeamBters, 
jurisdiction over all stablemen and chauffers; 
and we further request that we be granted the 
right to change our International Charter from 
International Brotherhood of Teamsters to read 
as follows , International Brotherhood of Team-
sters, Chauf:fers, Stablemen and Helpers." 4 
In this instance technological change and innovations 
had two effects. It caus~d men to seek jobs different but 
similar to their old ones since they would now be engaged 
as a truck driver instead of' a wagon driver, etc., and it 
caused the union to increase its jurisdiction in order to 
I 
include their own men now in the new field, and all workers 
who had switched from other jobs to the new ones. The 
name change was requested · ·so that the title of the union 
would coincide with the work performed by the members. 
4~ Proceedinss , A. F . of L.r 1909, p~ 223. 
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It was stated that "a large percentage of our membership 
are n~1 engaged in operating automobiles in every branch 
of our trade from passenger service to freight and build-
.5 
ing material service". The petition was approved by 
the council and the change of title was made. 
Between 1910 and 1937, jurisdictional disputes were 
entered into with the Brewers~ Retail Clerks, Operating 
Engineers , Bridge and Structural Workers, Sheet and Elec-
tric Railway, Railway Clerks and Railroad Trainmen as a 
result of a wider scope of work associated with techno-
logical changes. Although many of these were long and 
severe, their results did not require a name change in 
the Teamsters' Union. 
However , in 1937 extension of jurisdiction was again 
requested . This was to cover those employed in inland 
warehouses. It was felt that "because of the importance 
vn1ich the union occupies in the transportation or goods 
and materials to and fxom warehouses located inland , that 
the best interests o:r those employed in said warehouses 
' 6 
could be served through membership in the union". 
5. Proceedings. A ~ F. of L., 1910, p. 287. 
* To protect their interests, the Brewery workers pro-
tested the extension of jurisdiction if it were to in-
fringe upon their control of chauffers, stablemen, and 
helpers employed in the Brewery industry. Assurance 
that no ·overlapping would occu~was given to the 
Brewers, and their objections were dropped at that time. 
6. Proceedings , A. F. of L., 1908, p . 200. 
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It ~ms obviously to the best interests of the team-
sters, rather than those "employed in said warehouses" 
that the men be admitted to the union. Competition of 
work , wages anct conditions of those with whom the teamsters 
came in contact could more easily be controlled and equal-
ized if the men were und·er the same union. It may also 
be assumed that the membe:rs of the teamsters unions were 
working in warehouses when jobs were not available in 
fields already under their jurisdiction. 
In passing the resolution, care was to be taken that 
only men in inland v.rarehouses were to be organized. This 
was a precaution to insure peace between the teamsters and 
longshoremen. The latter already had jurisdiction over 
those working in warehouses at the waterfront or on the 
docks . 
The petition of ·warehousemen , connected with a Feder-
al Labor Union, to receive an international Charter "in 
order to successfully continue the organization of ware-
7 
house employees" was denied because "the jurisdiction of' 
this type of work had been granted to the International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffers, Stablemen and. Helpers 
·s 
of America" . Obviously this was a case of' the maturity 
of one union being greater than that of another . 
7; Proceedings; A. F~ of L;; 1939; p; 360~ 
8 . Proceedings, A. F. of L., 1940, p . 644. 
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However explanation of this action was given in a 
report on "trade unionism", incorporated into the 1912 
Proceedings of the American Federation of Labor. This 
report explained that the A. F. of L. favored amalgam.a-
tion and mentioned cases where charters had been revoked 
so that men employed in similar tasks could be served 
better with only one union in the field. This did not 
mean that the A. F. of L. 's law of' autonomy vvas violated. 
Every chance was given f 'or the unions to merge without 
interference by the A. F. of L. If this could not be 
arranged, and if the interests of the labor movement 
would. be furthered by a single union, it was necessary 
for the A. F. of L. to interf'ere and to limit the number 
of unions in the field. Accordingly, no new union was 
formed for warehousemen by the A. F. of L. Instead juris-
diction over them was given to the tea.msters. 
In the 1940 Proceedings, the following statements were 
printed. "A change in title was granted so that the organ-
ization is nm'T the International Brotherhood of' T~~sters, 
Chauffers, Warehousemen, and Helpers of America ••• It 
will be noted that in t:Q.is change of title the vJOrd 
'Stablemen' was dropped and the word 'Warehousemen' was 
-9 
substituted therefor". 
9. Proceedings , A. F. of' L., 1940. 
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Recalling Delegate Tobin's statement made in 1909, 
it is easy to say that the change in title was desired 
and granted so that the workers included under the Team-
sters' jurisdiction by the 1937 resolution would be recog-
nized in the title and facilitate further organization 
of these men. This change was also to show that with the 
passing of the horse era, warehousemen perf"ormed tasl<:s 
similar to ones once done by stablemen. 
In summary, it is again stated that changes in title 
and jurisdiction were caused by innovations and techno-
logical change which led to an expansion of existing jobs 
and to new ones. The new opportunities were hotly con-
tested for by all unions closely connected to the new 
trade, but only the mature and older unions seemed able 
to conquer the fields. 
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Chapter IV 
Carriage and Vlagon Makers International 
Union or North .~erica 
Chronology 
1891: Organized as part of the American Federation 
or Labor as the Carriage and Wagon Malcers 
International Union or North America. 
1911: Changed name to Carriage, 1Jlagon ·and Auto-
mobile Vlorkers of' North America. 
1918: Suspended from the A. F. or L;. Reorgan-
ized as the United Automobile, ·Air Craft 
and Vehicle Workers of America. 
1930: ? Disbana.ed. 
Early History 
Shortly after the formation of the union, a complaint 
vras registered against five Chicago carriage and VJagon 
•1 
Makers. A boycott was requested against the companies 
because they denied employees a short hour day, and would 
not submit disputes to arbitration. These conditions were 
s imilar to ones in the meat industry and those which 
2 
caused the butchers to unite. It is probably the reason 
why local carriage and wagon unions joined together to f orm 
1. These included Studebaker Bros. Manufacturing Co., ·c. P. 
Ki.rnball ana. co. , C. J. Stone & Co. , Wyman & Murphy, and 
J. c. Smith. No information is available stating when 
the comoanies were dissolved. Moody's says that Stude-
baker.·_ corp: •. liquidated its horse-dravm vehicle busi-
ness in 1919 and 1920• · · 
2. Vide New York Tribune, 1886, Oct. 9, p. 1; Oct;. 20, 
editorial; Nov. 10, editorial. 
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an international union. 
Jurisdiction 
Attack against ~nions who were later to cause the 
disbandment of the Carriage ana_ Wagon Makers ·was first 
made in 1902. A resolution was made as a 
"protest against the actions of the f'ollowing· 
organizations: The Brotherhood of' Blacksmiths, 
Brotherhood of' Painters, Decorators, and Paper 
Hangers, and all other organizations interfer-
ing with our rights as ·an aff'iliated organiza-
tion of the A~ F. of' L., which af'f'iliation 
with the A. F. of' L. gives us jurisdiction over · 
all branches of' the carriage and wagon industry, 
namely, all workers in the carriage and ·wagon-
making are eligible to membership, including 
blacksmiths, wood workers, painters and trim-
mers, the allied branches such as whe:el male~ 
ers, hub makers, dash makers and wagon supply 
vmrkers .. " 3 
It seenw only natural that with such a broad juris-
diction and remaining a craft union although seemingly 
industrial, many disputes both hannf'ul and mild would 
evolve. 
An even greater danger came from a chang(3 .; in the 
industry. In 1910, a delegate of' the union said: 
"That the Carriage and Wagon Workers have 
evolved into the tvmntieth century automobile 
workers· and are s·liill evolving into aeroplane 
workers , that the word automobile be incor-
porated·as per adoption at the Buffalo con-
vention, that the word aeroplane be also in-
corporated, and that the carriage and auto 
workers as now· constituted, be henceforth 
3. Proceedin~s, A. F. of L., 1902, pp. 190-191. 
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lmown as Carriage, Wagon, Automobile, and 
Aeroplane Workers' International Union of 
North America , and be it f~urther 
"Resolved, that its jurisdiction shall ex-
tend only to such crafts as are rightfully 
theirs, viz: -
"Carriage, wagon , automobile and aeroplane 
body malcers and woodworkers; carriage, wagon, 
automobile and aeroplane painters, trimmers, 
blacksmiths, wheel makers,-spoke and hub 
makers , flat spring makers, bent stuff makers, 
such as shafts and·felloes -and all component 
parts of carriages, wagons, automobiles and 
aeroplanes in the rough. 
·"They also wia.'h to present -for your earnest 
consideration the fact that, as an organiza-
tion, the carriage and "111Tagon workers can not 
exist and do your honorable body justice un-
der its present status, and we earnestly ap-
peal to you to right our wrongs. n 4 
The delegate agreed to withdraw the word aeroplane 
and limit the desired jurisdiction to carriage, wagon, 
and automobile makers . It is interesting to note that 
only evolutiona~J reasons are given as ones necessitating 
a change in jurisdiction and title. 
Objections to such a broad jurisdiction were made by 
the various craft unions mentioned above , but through 
the intervention of the Executive Council of the A. F . of 
5 
L., an agreement was reached whereby a worker in the car-
riage , wagon and auto industry could belong to his respec-
tive trade or organization or to the International Union 
of the Carriage , Wagon and Automobile Workers. It was 
further stipulated that the men only had to belong to 
one union. 
4~ Proceedings, A. F. of L., 1910, p. 478. 
5. Vide Proceedinss, A. F. of L., 1911. 
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This arrangement seemed like an open invitation f or 
scabbing by the Carriage Workers among the machinists, 
blacksmiths, painters and upholsterers in the carriage 
. 6-
industry. They proclaimed that their union embraced 
every branch of the industry, and were consolidating in-
terests and guaranteeing protection to all workers, spec-
ializing none, and accepting every worlcer in the industry. 
The union no longer pretended to be a craft union, but 
openly endorsed the industrial f ·orm. 
The other unions, as a group, registered complaints 
against the carriage makers f 'or encroachment upon their 
jurisdictional rights. The carriage makers in their 
frantic desire to retain their existence had penetrated 
into the other unions to such an extent that no satis-
f ·actory unionization of the auto industry had been made 
by any union. Therefore instead of' asking for a clari-
fication of jurisdictional lines, the revocation of the 
carriage maker 's charter was demanded by the invaded 
craft unions. 
Ironically enough during this same period the Car-
. . 
riage Makers' were requesting aid from the A. F. of' L.' s 
organizing committee. They felt their program was not 
progressing as rapidly as it should have. This was 
7 
partly explained by poor business conditions in Detroit 
6 ~ Vide Proceedings; A. F ~ of L~; 1914• 
7. Vide Proceedings, A. F. of L., 1914. 
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in 1914 and partly by the hostile attitudes of the craft 
un ions in the industry. 
Since the complaining unions had been given authority 
for thorough organization of the men in their craft under 
one head, and since the execution of this rig..'llt vms hin-
dered by interference from the carriage workers , the Exec-
utive council of the A. F . of L. ruled that the word auto-
mobile be stricken from their title. 
By 1914, the making of carriages and wagons was prac-
tically non-existent causing the carriage , wagon and auto-
mobile workers to refUse to submit their charter for the 
commanded chane;e of title. They claimed that the blaclc-
smiths no longer engaged in their original trade and con-
sequently their claim ror blacksmiths in the automobile 
plants should not stand above the claims of the carriage 
workers. This statement carried weight only as it vms 
backed by a large number of men in the carriage workers' 
I 
organization. Accordingly, an extension of time was 
granted for the union in which they were to change their 
title. 
A referendum vote of the members in 1917, decided 
that it was imperative that they retain the word "auto-
mobile" in their title. IJ.10 rename it, would wreck the 
union. Accordingly, in compliance with the 1913 reso-
lution, the Carriage and \'lagon Workers International Union 
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was automatically suspended from affiliation with the 
A. F. of L. on April 1, 1918. 
No further mention is made of the union in the A. 
F . of L. proceedings. The reorganization which Reynolds 
and Killingm~orth mentioned must have occurred as an in-
dependent union. Its importance diminished to the point 
of obscurity af ter 1918. Its existence was only temporary 
in a dynamic society. 
The death of the union was caused by over-competition 
in an unorganized field, the confusion of the transition 
from the carriage to the auto industry, and the unwilling-
ness of the craft unions, which had a greater command of 
power, to relinquish authority. 
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Chapter V 
International Union of the United Brewery , Flour, Cereal 
and Soft Drink Workers of .America 
Chronology 
1886: Organized as the National Union of Brewers . 
of the United States 
1887: Received their charter . 
1902: Changed name to National un1on of' United 
Brewery Workers or America. 
1907: Charter revoked, 
1908: Reinstated. 
1917: Changed title to International Union of United 
Brewery and Sort Drink Workers of America. 
1918: Gained jurisdiction over International Union 
of Flour and Cereal Mill ·workers. 
1918: Changed title to present one. 
Early History 
The 1902 title change was made to insure that there 
be no confusion between Brewery workers and ovmers. Their 
charter was revoked by the A, F. of L. in 1907 because 
they were found guilty of scabbing firemen, engineers and 
teamsters. This punishment lasted six months and then a 
charter was again granted to the brewe13 workers . The A. 
F . of L. ruled that i~ had acted in haste and contrary to 
its principle of allowing internationals an opportunity to 
settle their disputes. The resolution vres rescinded and 
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the Brewery workers quite strong in membership were 
reinstated. 
1lith the evolution of the mineral water industry 
around 1910 and the soft drink industry, competition 
betvveen the brewery workers and the teamsters for the 
organization of these workers became keen. The brewery 
workers seemed to have evolved as the victors and in 1917 
t he ir title was changed t o the International Union of 
United Brewery and Soft Drin.,.'l( Workers of JUnerica to coin-
cide with the duties performed by their members. 
~urisdictional Changes 
The reason for the inclusion of Flour and Cereal Mill 
Workers in the Brewery and Soft Drink Workers union is 
somewhat different from others prev iously mentioned. 
The Flour and Cereal Mill Workers were first chartered 
in 1902. In 1911 aid in organizing v'ras requested. The 
industry was in a deplorable state. The hours worked :per 
d.ay were as many as twelve or fourteen.. The machinery used 
was defective and often the working conditions were un-
sanitary. The plea may not have been answered, but head-
way being nil, their charter was revoked in 1911 and their 
progress lapsed to nothing. 
Such was their plight vrhen in 1919, "the International 
Union of United Brewery and Soft Drin};: Workers of .America 
found itself deeply affected by the order prohibiting the 
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brewing of beer and near-beer throu~1 its members con-
tinuing their employment in the brewery establishments a 
number of· which were converted into flour and cereal mills 
1 
and cold storage plants, etc." 
The U. S. c onst i tut ional · amendment passed on Janua:r.jl-
16, 1919, limited the au1ount o~ alcohol in non-intoxicating 
beverages to one half of one percent. This, plus the con-
version of breweries to storage plants, so affected the 
union that they made "formal application f'or extension of' 
2 
jurisdiction to cover the flour and cereal mill workers.n 
The need for this change was seen by the Executive 
Council, and since the status of the Flour and Cereal 
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·workers was in a state of' flux, the application vras granted, 
and an appropriate title change v•ras made. The union was 
now officially named the International Union o:f United 
Brewery, Flour, Cereal and Soft Drink Workers of America. 
The elaborate name of· this union was derived from the 
result of the popularity o:f soft drinks, the organization 
of these men, and the passage of a law which would have 
nearly vn·ecked the Brewery union if an amendment had not 
been made. 
1; Proceedings, A. F. of L., 1919, p. 157. 
2. I bid., P• 157. 
Chapter VI 
United Automobile, Aircraft and Agricultural Workers 
of' America 
Chronology 
1935: Organized as International Union of United 
Automobile Workers of lurrerica . Affiliated 
with A. F. of L • 
1936: Affiliated with c. I. o. Suspended by A. 
F. of L. 
1938: Expelled by A. F. of L. 
1939: Seceding fraction organized union under the 
same name, which later aff'iliated vrith A. 
F. of L . 
1941: Adopted present name. 
Early History 
The internal struggle in the union which led to its 
1 
affiliation with the c. I. o., or the fractionalism ·within 
the union which caused a section to return to the A. F. of 
L. after it was ousted by the c. I . o. is not of great im-
portance* to this paper. 
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Early organization of the auto workers had been atten:Lpted 
by the Carriage and Wagon Workers and by the International 
1. Philip Taft , Economics and Problems of Labor, PP• 720-724. 
* The separation of the UAW from the AFL was based on the 
.wish of the Ai:l~ to enforce craft :policies of unionization 
in the UAW e Although this was the cause for the seces-
sion, it did not instigate any new amalgamation and 
accordingly will not be dealt vvi th here. 
2 
Association of Machinists. The :progress which the carriage 
workers made v:ras mentioned above and \•rill not be repeated 
here . The trlal of the organization in the early 1900's 
by the Machinists was hindered by the operation of' craft 
policies which were still dominant at the time-
\'fuen the U. A. W. started their organizing campaign 
they found. it necessary to begin outside of t he big com-
panies . They were able to unite all the small independent 
local unions and according to their charter under the A. 
F . of L., they were given jurisdiction for the "organiza-
tion of workers in the automobile production fields". 3 
Some progress was made among these workers, but it was 
soon felt that a broader jurisdiction was needed . 
Organization of Aircraft Vlorkers 
In a 1937 conference between the auto workers and air-
craft workers , a similarity and closeness between the two 
industries "~J-.ras discovered. This resulted in a statement 
of their likeness and the basis for the organization of· 
the aircraft workers , an unorganized group, by the auto-
mobile workers. 
The data disclosed by the conference is q_uoted below: 
"1. The nature of the work in the automobile and 
aircraft industry are parallel. 
2. The automobile and aircraft industries are 
close1y related and in many instances 
2. supra, :pp . 36-41. · 
3. Proceedings , u. A. W., 1935, P • 13. 
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manufacturers of' automobiles are also en-
gaged in the ~~nu~acturing of aircraft; such 
as Packard Motor Car Company, General Motors 
COJ:·:poration, Ford Motor Company , Auburn-Cord 
Company, Continental ~.1otors and others. 
3. Under war conditions automotive plants pro-
duce aircraft . 
4 . Hany automobile workers transfer from the auto-
mobile industry into the aircraft industry es-
pecially during layoff periods. 
5. The aircraft industry a short time ago was an 
infant, but now has grovm into a :powerful giant .n4 
The swmaary just given is a clear indication of the 
feeling which vvas within the auto industry. It was ob-
vious that if the aircraft workers were not organized, 
they would become a definite threat to the auto workers 
in the form of a dual union if organized by another union, 
and by the competition of poorer working conctitions and 
5 
pay if the industry were left unorganized. It vvas sug-
gested that a more thorough campaign could be conducted 
if the title of the union was changed and the word air-
craft incorporated into it. The title change was not 
made in that year. Only a minor drive was made to organ-
ize the aircraft workers as much effort and concentration 
of f orces was required to continue the organization of the 
automobile 'V'TOrlters . 
The matter vvas not forgotten, and at the 1940 con-
vention of the U .. A. W., the case was reviewed. 
----
4; Proceedings of the u.A.W.-C.I.o., 1937, P • 103. 
5. The union was so weakly installed in the auto industry 
that it feared a reduction in wages or a lower scale 
of pay in a compet it ing industry would fol"C e wages 
down in the automobile plants . 
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"We are no doubt in a period to-day where we 
can and should~ut on a great organizational 
drive in that LAircraft7 industry due to the 
fact that • ~ ~ • aircraft companies are get-
ting thousands upon thousands of dollars ' 
worth of work every year. ~ ~ • and that or-
ganizational drives must be put on due to the 
fact that it is closely allied to the automo-
bile industry. 
"Another reason is because aviation workers 
are receiving on an average no where near the 
moneyb paid to the automobile workers in · this 
country. There is but one reason ~ ~ , • lack 
of organization in the industry • • • • They 
are to-day breaking in thousand.s of men on those 
assembly lines, paying ·them thirty to thirty-
five cents an h7our , to do jobs the same as you are now doing .. " · 
It was also mentioned at this meeting that the ex-
pansion of the auto industry had been leveling off but 
that the aircraf·t industry had increased. If these tend-
encies continued it was felt that more and more auto 
workers would be seeking employment in the aircraft plants 
where depressed*working conditions existed ~ 
This convention actually repeated the facts proclaimed 
in the 1937 convention. They aclmov·rledged that little 
headw:ay had been made , but that the need was still present 
for organization of aircraf't workers . 
6. In the 1941 Proceedings, U " A. Vf ., p • .39, Mr. Thomas 
remarked that the wage differential between the two 
industries was 22 cents per ·hour . · 
7. Proceedings, u. A. w., 1940, p .. 46. 
* IIi Yearbook of American Labor~ Vfar Labor Policies Vol. I 
p. 260 {Warne and others, ed. Philosophical Li'6rary 
Inc. , 1945, it is stated that "Prior to the adjustments 
in pay in the latter half of 19lt-2 and 1943, wage rates 
schedules generally failed in the aircraft industry to 
keep up with the tremendous vrartirne expansion of pro-
duction and employment". 
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In 1941, point No . 2 from the 1937 convention was 
emphasized. Mr . Thomas, president, said: "the organiza-
tion of aircraft workers would have to be accelerated. 
The auto and aircraft industries had become interlocked 
through engineering, through joint stock ownership direct-
-s 
orates and financial controlu. The interlocking of con-
trol was interpreted by the union members to mean that the 
ovmers would seek to depress working conditions in the 
auto plants equal to a level already existing in the air-
craft industry.* 
The change of· name vvas considered imperative by Thomas 
if the drive was to be successful. This was also deemed 
necessary by the members and the title was changed in 1941. 
OrganizatJon of the A~ricultural Implement Workers 
In 1937, when it was f ·irst mentioned that aircraft 
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be incorporated into the name of the union, a representative 
g . Proceedings , U. A. W ~, 1941 , P• 39. 
* The point made by Mr . Thomas was strong enough to-convince 
the union that the change in title should be made . No 
question was raised to inquire how aircraft plants sit-
uated mainly on the West Coast would influence the con-
dition of automobile plants near Detroit and Chicago. 
The union's leader created the impression that the num-
ber of auto plants which were then making airplane en-
gines and paying the going scale of wages of the air-
craft industry could support a migration of automobile 
workers from the auto plant;s to these airplane factor-
ies.. The movement of these workers would be suff"ic-
ient to lower the level of living of the auto workers 
to that prevailing in the aircraft plants . Actually, 
the number of workers which .would migrate to these 
few plants was probably not enough to depress the 
auto industry. 
arose and reminded the delegation that the agricultural 
implement workers "~Here an important part of their indus-
trial set up and should also receive recognition in the 
title. Authority had been granted to organize these 
workers in·the preceding year, and 10,000 men were al-
ready members of the union. It was felt that such a large 
group was deserving of recognition. As the matter was 
dealt with for the aircraft workers, so was it handled 
f ·or the agricultural implement workers, and no change was 
made that year . 
In 1940, it was hoped that some merger mi@1t be made 
with the Farm Equipment Vforkers' Organizing Committee. 
The U. A. W. was interested in the organization of tractor 
and truck workers , because of the similarity of their jobs 
to automobile workers . Mr . Thomas did say that "the in-
creasing mechanism of agriculture calls for the production 
of more automotive units, so we may expect a steadying de-
veloping scope for our organizinG eff'orts in the farm 
9 
equipment industry ." 
This merger with the F . E • . W. 0. C. did not go through 
and each union continued to oreanize on its own. In order 
to aid the U. A. W., "Agricultural Implements" was inserted 
in the title in 1941. 
The arguments given for organizing the aircraft 
9 . Proceedings, U. A. W., 19[:.0. 
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workers are a better expression of reasons for organiz-
ing the agricultural implement workers than are actually 
given in the material available. Also this is j~plied 
in :Mi,. Thomas' 1940 Sl)eech when he mentioned the proposed 
merger . It is not adequately expressed, and it must be 
assumed that the reasons of self-protection, competition, 
and me chanical advancement in the agricultural industry 
are t he same as those which caused action in the aircraft 
industry. 
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Chapter VII 
International Association of Machinists 
.Qlg'onology 
1888 : Organized. as the United. Machinists and. 
Mechanical Engineers of America . 
1889: Changed. name to National Association of 
Machinists. 
1891: Changed name to International Association 
of Machinists. 
I 
1895: Abso.rbed International :M:achinists Union of' 
.America, · and Machinery Constructors National 
District, Affiliated. with A. F. of L. 
1904: Merged. with International Association of' 
Allied. Metal Mechanics. 
1909: Expelled. several New York City Lodges which 
subsequent~y organized. Brotherhood. of' 
Machinists • 
1914~ Aff iliated. ·with International Metal Workers 
Federation . 
1920: Absorbed Canadian and United. States member-
ship of Amalgamated Society of Engineers, 
a British union. 
1927: Absorbed the Amalgamated Ivietal Workers of' 
America . 
1936: Merged. with Federation of Metal and. Allied. 
Mechanics Union, Machine Tool and Foundary 
Workers :Union, and Transport Workers of' 
America. 
1937: rrransport Workers Union and Federation of 
Metal and Jl~lied. Mechanics Union withdrew 
and. affiliated with c. I. o. 
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Short. History 
The existence of the I nternational Association of 
Machinists OV1red much to the International Machinists t 
1 
Union which was later absorbed by the I. A. of M. when 
t he latter became affiliated 'lrdth the A. F. of L. This 
action (of absorption) was favored by the A. F. of L. and 
the I. A. M. because both unions covered men in the same 
trades. 
A. ~erger with the Jlilied Metal Mechanics 
The first h int of a merger of the I. A. M. and 
2 
t he Allied Metal Trades was given in a report by George 
Mt:llberry at the Machinists' convention. Mulberry recom-
mended that: 
" ••• t he I. ·A . of M. secure juriso.iction over 
all·helpers, handy men and Allied Metal Mechan-
ics, working in railroad, contract and manu-
facturing machine shops, by bringing them 
into our ovm organization and securing them 
a s.cale of wages and shop conditions, or el.se 
:eorm. an -auxiliary organization -- composed of' 
these men unc1er a charter direct from the 
I. A. of M. 
"My opinion is based on the fact that wherever 
we have had railroad strikes it has been nec-
essary to tru{e the helpers out with us as 
t hey were of more assistance to the company 
and could do more ha~~ t han t wice t hat 
1~ P~oceedings, A. F . of L., 1895, p. 74. 
2. if'he Allied t·fetal •rrades was first organized in 1897 
as t he International Union of Bicycle Vlorkers. In the 
foll~ring year it ~ms changed to t he International 
Union of Bicycle Workers and. Allied Mechanics. In 1901 
the Bicycle 'ldorkers name was dropped from the title. 
1904 saw the merger of the union with the I. A. M. 
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number of sea b contract machinists. We have 
also ~ound it necessary •••• to take the 
different metal mechanics out on strike with 
us in order that we could · be :protected by 
keeping them of'f our work, and also to se-
cure them better conditions as well •••• 
It. has simply been a question of our organ-
ization hustling to support these men while 
they were :paying dues to another -organiza-
tion that secured them nothing. • • • be-
sides our interests are becoming more mutual 
everyday by the introduction of new machine~J · 
and the specialization o:f the machinists trade, 
and sooner or later it will be a har ·uroposi-
tion to. define .the word tmachinist "' .3 -
The resolution was favorably received as it was 
- ' 
thought that the I. A. M. would be strengthened consid-
erably. They also favored only one industry in the field 
and preferably this should be theirs. 
In order to do this it was necessary to change their 
requirements for admission. Most of the members o:f the 
Allied Metal Mechanics were specialists vrhile the I . A. 
M. was composed of "machinists who had served a bona fide 
apprenticeship and apprentices who had entered the last 
4 
six months of their a:p:prenticeshi:p.n But now "specialists 
and others h itherto ineligible to membership in the I. A. 
5 
IVI ." were adrn.i t ted • 
This bigheartedness of the machinists was not :pleas-
ing to John Mulholland , Pres.ident of the Allieo. Metal 
3~ :Machinists Monthly J"ournal, June 1903, P• 493. 
4~ Ibid.; 1936, p . 148; -
5. Ibid., July 1903, p . 535. 
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Ivl:echanics. He f 'eared that t he I. A. M. would n gobble up 
everything in sight, incluc1ing pattern.mal->:ers, blacksmiths 
·6 
and boilermakers". Theoretically, a reassuring statement 
to Mulholland was given in an editorial in the 11achinists• 
Journal. 
"We do not claim jurisdiction over anything 
but the machinists' craft in all its numerous 
branches, and we are the best and 011LY judges 
as to what are our craft bounds. • • • 1'fe 
claLm control of the machine ~hop, John, the 
machine shop and all appertaining thereto; 
..... John forgets that patternmakers, 
blacksmiths and boilermakers are entirely 
and separately different from machinists, 
• • • • so that there is really no danger 
of t heir being absorbed by our organization 
at this time."? 
Mr. Mulholland certainly had cause for worry. His 
r 
union , during the same period, was engaged in a jurisdio-
8 
t ional dispute with the Brotherhood of Blacksmiths . The 
arbi·trator o:f this dispute was Mr. John O'Connell, Presi-
dent o:f the International Association of Machinists. 
A jurisdictional dispute between the Machinists and 
Allied Metal Me chanics actually did occur and \!tlaS :peace-
fully settled. by plans for amalgamation. The Metal Meehan-
ics held a re:ferendtun vote on the terms of settlement and 
t he merger took place in 1904.. The a greement stated: 
6~ lVIachinists :Honthly Journal, July 1903, p. 535. 
7~ Lee. cit., underlining added. 
8. The Allied Metal Mechanics lost jurisdictional rights 
over the blacl smiths ' hel pers , dror forgers, and hammep. 
men . The binding decision was issued by Hr. John 
O'Connell .. 
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"The following class of · work and men opera-
ting the follovJing mach ines or machinery, · came 
1.md.er the jurisdiction o:f t.he I. A. of M., viz: 
General workmen , floor hands; lathe hands (in-
cluding axle-turning lathes), vise hands, plan-
er hands, shaper hands, milling mach ine hands , 
slot t i ng machine hands, boring mill hand.s , 
Jones ·& La~on lathe hands, Gishout lathe 
hands, l~erican turret lathe hands, die-sinkers, 
toolmrucers and men operat ing automatic machinery 
v;here no general s kill in adjusting work and 
tools is required of ·lihe opera tors. 
"The I. A. ··o:r M. relinquish all claims on the 
jurisdiction of drill press operators or rough 
vmrk, nut tappers , bolt cutters, automatic 
machines where no general s kill is required 
to operat e , and a l l other handymen and helpers 
employed in anc1 around t h e machine shop. n9 
With this contra ct the ·existence of the ...tUlied Ji.Ietal 
Iviechanics as a separate union carne to an end . The causes 
for their lapse were adequately stated by Mr . Mulberry 
when he first recommended the absorption. Specialization, 
wa ge differential , f'ear . of scabbing and the benefits of' 
one union being given gratis to another promotea_ t h e con-
solidation plus t he wish for only one 1...mion in the f ield. 
B. Absorption of Amalgamated Society of' Eng ineers 
Squabbling between the A. s . of E . and I. A. _,f 
M. began as early as 1903 and continued until 1920. 
A strH:e in the Canadian Locomotive Works, 
Kingston, Ontario by the I . A. of· Ivi .. lasted f'or a consid-
erable length of t ime. The company in their attempts to 
9. :Machinists' Ivionthly Journal , October, 1903, p. 952. 
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break t h e 1-mion and. the strike, :Lmported sldlled workmen 
from England, Scotland and Germany. I1.1Iany of t h e men from 
Glasgow belonged to the Amal gruaated Society of ngineers. 
This was a machinists ' union of Canadian and English origin 
which was seeking a f oothold in America. 
Vfuen the men arrived in Canada, t hey were told no 
strike existed. Although the opposite condit i on was fotmd, 
many of the men cont inued to work. The scabbing by the 
A. s . of E . members, plus t heir acceptance f or membership , 
machinists, patternmakers and blacksmiths was hotly pro-
tested by t he I . A. of' M. 
At t he request of the latter, t he A. S . of E.'s 
c_ arter was r evoked by t he A. F . of· L . Scabbing vro.s now 
done freely and with out guilty consciences. These f'euds 
continued through the years and when a delegate from t h e 
I . A. of M. attended a conference in Europe in 1918 , a 
meetine was arranged with t he Il;nglish of:Licers to discuss 
ar1algarnations. 
By 1920, after several more meetings had been held , 
t he English agreed that there vro.s room for only one machin-
ists' union in North America and that the International 
Association of 1\Iachinists were entrenched in .America more 
deeply than the ~~algamated Society of Engineers. Conse-
quently , t he absorption of the A. s. of E . by the I. A. of 
M. was agreeo. upon, and a single stronger union emerged. 
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c. Federation of Metal and Allied Hechanics 
The causes for the amal gamation of this union 
are slililar to those of the Amalgamated Society of Eng i -
neer s. By the thirties, the I . A. of I ii . h~J.o_ become so 
:powerful t hat t here was little r oom left in the field for 
a small union o:f competing nature. It required little 
10 
work plus one residential report to convince the members 
that they should join the I. A. of M. 
Stunmary 
The I . A. of H. had a head start in organizing machin-
ists. They v·vere able to increase their scope and power 
through keen leaders and t he use of' :power politics . The 
weakening of t he Allied Metal Tl.[ecJ:?,anics and t heir inclusion 
in the I • .); .. of M. occurrea. during a revival of a manu-
facturi ng depression. This added strength to the union 
58 
and allowed i t to monopolize t h e field , absorbing all unions 
which h indered its growth. 
The role of technology was not as important in this 
instance although it did caus e the I . A. of M. to increase 
its membershi p requirements so that specialists might be 
included. But considering the aggressiveness of t he union, 
i t is fa ir to assurn.e that the expansion would hav e occurred 
eventually. 
10 .. 11a chinists' Monthl y J"ournal , October, 1936. 
Chapter VIII 
~nternational Brotherhood of Bl a cksmiths, Drop Forgers 
and Helpers 
Chronology 
1889 : International Brotherhood of Bl acksmiths. 
1897: Aff'iliated with t h e A. F . of ' L. 
1903 : Absorbed A. ·F . o? L. federal locals of 
blacksmiths, hel pers and changed name to 
Internat ional Brot herhood of Blacksmiths 
and Helpers. 
1919: Amal gamat ed with Brotherhood of Drop Forgers , 
Die Si ru;:ers and Tri.m.ming Die llial-ers under 
present name. 
A. Dispute with t he Allied Metal Mechanics 
In t he Proceedings of the A. F . of L. a resolu-
tion presented by the Allied. Metal Mechanics in 1903 is of' 
interest and sheds much li&ht on the amalgamation of t he 
blacksrrd ths' helpers ·with t h e blacksmit hs. Nir . 0 ' c onnell 
of ~che I . A. of H. vro.s t he arbitrator. The resolut i on 
follows: 
"In September , 1901, ••• Mr. R. B .. Kerr, gen-
eral secretary-treasurer of t he Brother ood of' 
Bl a cl;:smi ths, co111.munica ted to me that they were 
desirous of obtaining jurisdicti on over the drop 
forgers and hammer men who at t hat time came 
under the jurisdiction of t he International 
Associat i on of' Alliec1 I1~etal l11echanics. He 
said at t he time that t he question of admitt ing 
t h e blacksmit hs' helpers would be discussed 
at their coming convention, but t hat t her e vre.s 
cons ider able opposition to admit ting them to 
membership and wanted to kn01Jir i f the ... ~~. lied 
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Ivlechanics would. take in the blacksmiths r hel-pers 
if a satisfactory agreement or arrangement could 
be made, whereby we would relinquish jurisdic-
tion over the drop forgers and harnrn.e:rmen and 
turn them over to the Brotherhood of Black-
smiths 8 • • • If he vmuld place this proposi-
tion in writing , • • .. I would place it before 
our Executive Board, and later to a referendum 
vote of. our entire organization. 
"After the adjournment of the convention of' 
the Brotherhood of Blacksmiths •• 8 we were no-
tified that the entire matter of taking in the 
blacksmiths' helpers into the organization had 
been left entirely in the hands of ·the incom-
ing executive board, with full power to act • 
.. • V-le were notified that such an agreement 
would be satisfactory to the American Federa-
tion of Labor. · 
"The proposition • • .. was accepted by our 
Executive Board and later ratif·ied by a ref'er-
endum vote of our entire organization and our 
part of the agreement was carried out.. We 
were notified by the Brotherhood that this 
agreement was satisfactory to them. 
nAftel" the agreement had been in practi-
cal working order for some time, the black-
smiths requested that it be placed in v~it­
ing and requested that we submit the agree- · 
ment · for their signature .... · • V.Je complied. 
• • .. After some time we received from them 
an amended agreement to which we agreed witjh 
the exception of the last clause which read: 
'That t 1J.is agreement shall become operative 
from the firs t day of' J"anuary, 1902 and can 
only be abrogated upon 60 days' notice upon 
either side'. 
"This clause we did not consider f'air ·!Jo 
t he organization of blacksmiths or to the 
helpers because it would be impossible to 
n~~anize men who would know only for 60 days 
1.mder-·. nose jurisdiction they would be. 
"We offered a substitute which read: 
1 Tha·t should the interest of the two in-
ternational organizations require read-justment of jurisdiction at any time the 
Executive Boards of the t vro organizations 
shall meet i'or that purpose•. 
"The Blacksmiths broke off agreements and 
gave as a reason that the Mechanics had refused 
to sign the negotiation. 
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"Almost immediately he {President of the 
Blacksmiths) issued a circular letter to his 
local organizat ions requesting that they make 
a referendtun vote on the proposition of ad_rn.it-
tin{S into membership in the Brotherhood of' 
Blacksmiths mechanics known as blacksmiths ' 
helper s, · and t h is was done without consult-
ing with , or obta ining the consent of' the 
-~erican Federation of Labor, or the consent 
of t he International Association of Allied 
i.i:echanics .. 
"Mr . O'Connell, as a representative of the 
A. F. of' L., in rendering his decision states 
that there unquestionably vres an understand-
ing between the two organizations but t hat no 
agreement vias signed. 
"Mr. O'Connell was not to decide a ques-
tion of jurisdict i on, as he did not allude 
once in h is decis i on to the drop forgers and 
hammermen ·which we relinquished. jurisdiction 
over in conformity wi"Gh the agreement. If' 
Mr . O'Connell's decision is to stand, we are 
to lose jurisdiction over the drop forgers 
and hw....merrnen vrhich we always had , and also 
the blacksmiths' helpers . 
"Mr. O'Connell's decision talces from ou.r 
organization juriscliction which ·we alvmys 
had_ previ ous to the agreement. "1 
The matter was left with instructions for the two 
unions to meet and dis cuss the issues. The jurisdiction 
of t he unions in dispute reverted to the Federal Trade 
Union of the A. F. of· L. 
The f 'ollowing year the J?roceedings contain these 
statements: "• •• in behalf' of the jurisdiction t hat we 
had over the Blacksmiths' Helpel"S , (it is decreed) that 
they shall become mem.bers of' the Inter national Brotherhood 
of· Blacksmi ths. 
1. Proceedings, A. F. of' L. 1903, pp. 122~123. 
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"In as much as the International Association of' Allied. 
M:etal 1>Iechanics, is not; now in existence, having a..111algam-
ated with the International Associat ion of· Machinists , the 
. 2 
matter is removed from the field of' con·tiroversy. n 
The whole affair seemB to be tainted with politics 
ana_ crooked dealings. The Blacksmiths' motives seemed 
to be ·-to gain jurisdiction over the helpers to the <1etri-
ment of the Allied Metal Mechanics. Iv1r. O'Connell's deci-
sion concerning jurisdiction rather than existence of' an 
agreement , follovrs his union's decision to incorporate the 
. - . 
A. M. M. These actions indicate that the field was over-
crowded, and a belief' that the end justifies the means. 
I was unable to discern to v'Thom jurisdiction over 
drop forgers and hamrnermen was granted. These, as in ·the 
case of the blacksmiths' helpers before the 1901" decision, 
must have been given to the A. F. of L. and remained Fed-
eral Trade Unions until they were avvarded to the Black-
smiths in 1919. 
Whatever the case, this chapter serves as an illus-
tration of the use of politics in causing amalgamation. 
2. Proceedings, A. F . of L., 1904, p. 69 . 
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Chapter DC 
Conclusions 
The most general and basic factors which may be used 
to explain causes of the amalgamations of the lli~ions con-
sidered here are maturity, innovations, and technological 
changes. A less :frequent but equally important cause en-
countered, and there~ore necessitating mention, is legal 
legislation. These factors need not be inclusive and need 
not operate at the same time. Any one of· the :factors may 
be sufficient to instigate an amalgamation. 
A. Maturity 
Maturity, which has been de~ined as having a qoncept 
or grovvth, has enabled an organization to withstand the 
complexities of the changing times and to compel other 
organizations to augment its power. Maturity has been 
aided in this action by two factors - union politics and 
a characteristic of craft unionism, possessiveness or 
autonomy. 
It was the mature action of a union (such as the 
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of .America and the 
International Association of Machinists) which enabled 
it to absorb other unions vil1ich tended to restrict the 
periphery o~ its jurisdiction. Thus the fear of losing 
power over what one already possessed, plus the desire 
to flaunt the authority which was already claimed, seemed 
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to justify the use or politics within the unions and to 
result in amalgamations if the union were mature. 
Union Politics 
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The use of politics advantageously in causing amalgam-
ations is based on maturity. A good example or this is 
seen in the action of the blacksmiths and the metal mechan-
ics. Regardless of how the testimony is viewed, the anm~er 
of "dirty politics" arises. 
but not plausible solution. 
Hisunderstanding is a possible 
If Hr. 0' Co!l..nell, President 
of the I. A. or M., had not been the arbitrator and if' he 
had not given a decision unfavorable to the mechanics, the 
amalgamation of the mechanics and the machinists in ·[jb.e 
next year would not have been so surprising. It seems as 
if Mr. O'Connell decided to weaken the mechanics by their 
dispute with the blacksmiths in order to facilitate his 
union's objectives. According to the reports, the mechan-
ics had more grounds f 'or their clai.J.11s than the black-
smiths. But through a mature use of· politics, objectives 
may be gained. 
Craft Unionism 
Amalgamation has been sought as a solution to crart 
squabbles. Squabbles which arise with the maturity of' a 
union or from innovations or technological change within 
the industry. As these changes occur, it becomes more 
difficult to keep clear the lines of· demarcation betw-een 
the crafts. A broadening of scope leads to a trespassing 
of one union's rights by another. A dispute often ends 
in amalgamation occurs. The case of the Carriage Makers 
may be used as an example. When carriages vrere in vogue 
the workers had a craft union. Vfuen they were forced, 
by technological changes, to enter the auto industry, 
they sought to become an indust rial union and to control 
the trade. The other craft unions in the field objected 
strenuously, and the carria.ge vmrkers had to retreat, 
leaving the field to stronger crafts, and eventually to 
the United Auto V!orkers. 
It was the crossing of craft lines. produced by changes 
within the industry which caused the amalgamation to take 
place. However, whenever the autonomy of' a union is in-
vaded by another union, an amalgamation may result , if· 
there is "maturity" in either or both of the unions. 
B. Innovations 
· 1 
The force which innovations, defined above, exercise 
in causing amalgamations may be seen in the case of t he 
Carriage and fag9n Workers Union. The need for carriage 
work became obsolete soon after the invention of the auto . 
As the workers in the carriage trade slowly evolved into 
the auto workers, it became imperative for them to change 
1. supra p. 5 • 
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the jurisdiction and title of· their union if the legality 
of their jurisdiction and. title were to coincide with the 
work they performed. This led to the encroac~Jnent upon 
others rights and resulted in disputes to be solved by 
d.iscussions, mergers, or suspensions. When peaceful dis-
cussions failed, an extension of jurisdiction vms attempted. 
Althou~1 this extension of jurisdiction may not be called 
successful, the need and desire for it by the carriage 
·workers was incited by innovations. 
c. Technological Changes 
Technological changes, arising from innovations, 
caused many reorganizations which ended in amalgamations. 
These reorganizations were evidenced in the similarity 
of" work and/ or materials vrhich d.rew unions together form-
erly separated by incompatible trades . It is for this 
reason that with the occurrence of technological improve-
ments similarity of work and/ or materials must be con-
sidered as a f"actor pertinent to amalgamations . 
Technology had increased the possible scope of juris-
diction of the I. A. of M. to such an extent, that enlarge-
ment of it seemed desirable . Accordingly, apprentices, 
specialists, and others were made eligible f"or membership 
in the union. But since most of these men belonged to 
unions less mature than the I. A. of M., they were even-
tually absorbed by or amalgamated with the I. A. of Ir . 
Technological changes, working with other factors had rnade 
the amalgamation possible. 
Sim.ilari ty of' Work and/ or M:aterials 
The effect which this may have in instigating an amal-
gamation has been shovm above. However one other point 
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should be made. If this factor is to cause an amalgamation, 
then probably more locals or districts of unions than just 
a few must come in contact with each other, to make the 
amalgamation seem plausible. If a large section of the 
union or a strong section is not involved in the controversy, 
then a jurisdictional dispute, not necessarily an amalgama-
Z 
tion, will result. The Sheet Hetal Workers' case is an 
example of this. 
D. Legal Legislation 
The p~ver which legal legislation has in influenc ing 
the action of labor: unions was found to be of' great :iJn-
portance. It is for this reason that it is included as a 
factor causing amalgamations. Although it was evidenced 
in only one of the cases hanclled (United Brewery ~·vorkers), 
it tends to suggest that legislation did, can and will in-
fluence other cases of amalgamation. 
Legal legislation can not be considered completely as 
an independent factor in causing amalgamations. It is 
~. supra, p . 22-27. 
based on maturity. For if maturity is not present, a 
union vrhose jurisdiction is limited by law will be swept 
under by the growth of :povrer in neighboring unions. 
Summary 
Maturity, innovations, technological changes and legal 
legislation are the major factors causing amalgamation. 
The action of the sub-f actors , craft unionism, union :poli-
tics ana_ similarity of materials and/. or work , ·also oper-
ate in the formation of consolidations. An amalgamation 
may occur when all the factors are working in concert but 
i t is not req_uired that they do so . Any single factor, 
with receptive conditions, might be strong enough to 
cause an amalgamation . 
It is again reiterated t hat the conclusions refer to 
t he cases studied, and do not deny that other forces could 
be operative for other cases and that other approaches , 
possibly producing other results, could be attempted in 
this and other cases. 
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Appendix A 
.Amalgamation Within the A. F . of L. 
It is not the purpose of this paper to show whether 
amalgamation has traversed faster within the 1 . F . o:f L. 
or within the c. I. o., but r ather to discover causes which 
might reflect the sentiments of both unions and be an 
acceptable explanation of amalgamation. However since the 
question has been a definite :problem within the A. F . of L . 
f or many years, this section will briefly discuss it. 
By 1900 disputes among the unions in the A. F . of L. 
had grown to noticeable proportions. The union at its 
meeting in Scranton recognized this and sought to seek a 
remedy . They first discovered that the conflict had sev-
eral causes. Technological changes brought workers into 
contact who had formerly no connections. A large group 
of unorganized workers existed in the market whom various 
craft unions sought to organize. These :people were eli-
gible for membership under more than one union because 
of their skill and of the material on which they worked. 
(Their trade may have made them a carpenter, but the 
material , if· metal etc., also a}lowed them membership in 
the sheet metal union.) On top .. )f this, the :policy of 
autonomy 1Nithin the uni on and i ts relation to jurisdic-
tional rights, allowed unions to have conflicting powers . 
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In seeking to sooth over this sore spot, it vvas 
discussed at the 1900 convention in Scranton, Here a . 
declaration was passed that suggested that disputes be 
settled by amalgamation. It also desired that juris-
dictional lines be precisely drawn in order to minimize 
overlapping of rights. 
An end.eavor was made to do this, but because of tur-
moil and gro\vth in the union and in organizational pro-
cedures, the attempt can not be called successful. A 
question also arose as to whether the A. F. or L. should 
develop along craft or industrial lines. A majority was 
able to stress continuation or the union's structure a-
long the old craft line. However changes were not all 
together absent. 
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The Department made its appearance in 1908. Its func-
tion vras to keep abreast with the e;rm7i ne; trade union move-
ment and at the same time preserve the autonomy of t he 
cre..ft union. Its decisions were to ffect all member 
unions in a department. 
This did not completely solve the problems which arose 
year after year. A lengthy report is recorded in the 1912 
American Federation of Labor, Proceedings in which the 
merits of a trade union on an industrial nature or on a 
craft basis are discussed. It was decided that a change 
from the craft policy then in vogue was not required becaus·e 
disputes could be handled adequately through amalgamation. 
Cases were cited where charters had been revoked. (Most 
of the cases mentioned are included in the main body of 
this paper .) These charters had been recalled because 
there were too many (more than one) unions struggling to 
exist in a field where members of each union per:formed 
similar tasks . It was felt by the Executive Council 
and concurred in by the unions, that one union could best 
serve the needs of· these workers . Naturally it was the 
more ttmature" of the bicl~ering unions ·w'hich survived and 
added its opponents 1 title and members to its Oi.rn. 
During the twenties, the unions attempted to organ-
ize the mass-production industries of' steel and automo-
biles along industrial lines. These attempts were hindered 
1 
by the majorit ies' demand for organization along craft 
lines, plus the great and strong opposition of the com-
panies . The union itself was impeded by political frac-
tions tending towards socialism* and communism, splitting 
the vote and allowing the proponents or craft unionism to 
be strongest . This tempest did not subside and broke into 
more cogent action in the 1930's. 
1 . Although it is not stressed here, the unvnllingness of' 
union officers to relinquish their posts and return to 
the jobs from which they had risen as the combining of' 
unions would require, was a factor working against 
industrial organization of unions. · · 
* The berth of socialism in the A. F. of L. was probably 
a result of' this development in Great Britain which 
:followed the industrialism in industry. 
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At the San Fransisco meeting in 1934, a strong drive 
was made to incorporate industrial unions in the A. F. or 
L.. The Wagner Act was passed in June of this year and 
gave hopes of peaceful organization of the big industries. 
It was f 'el t that organization of the big industries on an 
industrial basis was the only sensible way 
• • • or at 
least so this was believed by a section of the A. F. of L. 
2. 
Technological changes and innovations had destroyed the 
old craft lines and had made organization on a craft basis 
L~pract ical. A compromise was reached at the meeting and 
consider ation of "the industrial problem was to be under-
taken . It was recognized that nexperience has shown that 
craft organization is most effective in protecting the 
welfare and advancing the interests of workers where the 
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nature of the industry is such that the lines of demarcation 
2. It is interesting to note that Herbert Harris has said 
in this connection in his article "Labor's Civil War", 
Unions Mana ement and the Public (ed. E. Wright Bakke 
and Clark Kerr p. 4: "It · the· group led by John Lewis 
who demanded industrial unionism? contended that unless 
t he Federation changed its tactics in this respect it 
would forfeit most, if not all, the advantages to be 
derived from the New Deal's assistance to unionism. 
It pointed · out that mechanization, except on the build-
ing trades, printing , and a handful of others had re-
ducedtto uniform levels all but :r a few of the individual 
skills. It argued that in autos, radio, cement, glass, 
steel, and other mass-production spheres a worker often 
performed in the course of a day a half-dozen different 
tasks that would make 'him liable to jurisdictional 
claims of as many A.F .L • unions;, It claimed ·that in 
in an era of the new technology, of the photo-electric 
eye, and · the automatic cold strip rolling mill, and 
the like , it was simply stupid to adhere to the organ-
izing techniques evolved for the semi-handicraft work-
shop of a bygone age .. " 
3 
between crafts are distinguishable". • ., • "However, it 
is realized that in many of the industries in which thou-
sands of' workers are employed a ne 1 condition exists re-
quiring organization upon a different basis to be most 
. 4 
effective." 
The advo~ates of industrial unionism in the mass-
production industries hoped that these statements would 
furnish them with enough power to organize the many un-
organized men in the labor market. They tended to over-
look another statement in the 1934 report which stated 
that··,it was necessary ttto formulate a :policy which will 
fully protect the jurisdictional rights of all trade unions 
organized upon craft lines and afford every opportunity 
for development and accession of those workers engaged 
uuon work over which these organizations exercise juris-
.. . 5 
diction." In ef·fect, this negated the statements sup-
porting industrial unions. This was not too evident to 
the "insurgent" group until when in 1935, it viJas found 
that a minority favored industrialism in the A. F. of L. 
and that the resolutions proposed by the committee were 
not to be acted upon. 
The committee had reported that "it is the declared 
purpose to provide for the organization of vvorh:~rs in mass 
production and other industries upon industrial and plant 
3~ Proceedings 1 A. F. of L~; 1934; PI'>• 586-587~ 
4 ~ Froceedin~s, A. F. of L., 1934, p. 587. 
5. Ibid ., 58 • 
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lines regardless of claims based upon the question of 
·6 
jurisdiction". This did not coincide with the Executive 
Council 's belief that only men considered as semi-skilled 
and unskilled workers were to be organized along industrial 
lines . This would exclude all skilled men eligible for 
membership in a craft union. 
To handle the imm.ediate emergency on which the dis-
cussions vmre based, the A. F. of L. previously had en-
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larged the scope of the federal unions. They were increased 
in number and were used as "catch-allsn for men organized 
in the mass production industries but who belonged to no 
specific craft. The federations come under the jurisdic-
tion of· the A. F . of L. Executive Council and had no author-
ity of their own. The craft unions bickered about to which 
union the men belonged, making it impossible for the men 
to find relief f'rom their many grievances . 
The lack of satisfaction which the federal unions 
off'ered plus the stiff' resistance to a radical change in 
the A. F. of L.'s policies, which the Executive Cotuncil 
managed to enforce, erupted in the formation of the Com-
mittee for Industrial Organization. This committee was 
composed of national unions ·who had favored industrial 
unionism. They believed that as long as the Executive 
Council would not pursue a straight-forward policy of in-
dustrialism, some f'raction within the A. F . of L. should 
6~ Proceedings, A. F. of L., 1935, P• 523. 
campaign for this policy, examine its various possibilities 
and report its findings to the Federation's members . 
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The Executive council did not approve of the committ e's 
self-delegation of authority. They felt that the existence 
of the Committee violated the democratic vote given at the 
last annual convention {1935). At that meeting the minor-
ity vote to continue or to commence organization along in-
dustrial lines had been overridden. This caused the motion 
to be dropped , and as far as the Executive Council was con-
cerned, negated any further discussion or action on the 
subject. Accordingly it ordered all international unions 
who were connected vdth the Committee to sever their affil-
iations with it. 
The member unions did do this and discussions, propos-
als and threats were exchanged between the Committee and 
the Executive Council through-out the next three years. 
The Committee did not feel that the Council's proposal 
to consider industrial unionism in specified industries 
vras adequate enough to serve their needs or to guarantee 
positive action. The Executive Council continued to feel 
that "dualism" could not be tolerated ·vdthin the A. F . of L. 
The member unions were suspended from the Federation and 
in due course, expelled. The "insurgent" unions f'or.med 
their ovm labor organization upon industrial and quasi-
industrial lines and assumed the title of the Congress of' 
Industrial Organization. 
The effect which this controversy had upon the A. 
F . of L. was to intensify their drives of' organization. 
It was a necessity f'or them to compete in this field with 
t he c. I . o. and to demonstrate that their policies or 
unionization were more essential and appropriate for an 
efficient labor organization than the policies endorsed 
by the c. I . o. Increased membership was to be the sign 
of success. 
Gro~~h, although not successful in comparison to 
the c. I. O.'s records, was achieved through the enlarge-
ment of membership in unions already in existence, increase 
in the scope of jurisdictional rights and through the crea-
tion of new unions in unorganized fields. The principle 
of craft unionism don1inated the campaigns and tended to 
hinder oven~helming success. However in this rush to out-
nlunber the c. Ie o., the forms and shapes which the A. F . 
of L. unions assumed greatly deviated from that of' a true 
craft union. Industrial , semi-industrial and quasi-indus-
trial shapes emerged. Thus the propositions of the c. I . 
o. were unwittingly accepted by the A. F . of L. 
One might say that the iw~ediate reason for the broad-
ening of for.m in the A. F. of L. was a result of the com-
petitive struggle between the two unions. Although this 
can be true, it is necessary to realize why such a policy 
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was workable . The answer which I would like to of'f·er coin-
cides with my conclusions for the causes f'or the amalgamation 
of labor unions - technological changes, innovations 
and maturity . If these forces had not been at work and 
if they had not been powerful enough to be felt , then 
whatever effort the A. F. of L. expended would have been 
too narrow and limited ,_in scope to be noticed. Jurisdic-
tions could not have been increased if technological 
changes had not existed. ~ithout maturity , a workable 
method of action would not have been presented . Any sue-
..• 
cess which the A. F. of L . gained in her drive must be 
based more on the workings of tl:lese three factors, tech-
nology , innovations and maturity, than on her own conscious 
efforts . I offer these causes as factors basic to changes 
in the composition of' the A. F . of' L. 
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Abstract 
An empirical study of the amalgamation of the United 
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners; International-:_union 
of Teamsters, Chauffers, Warehousemen and Helpers of Amer-
ica; the International Union of Carriage and Wagon Makers; 
. -
the International Union of Brewery , Flour, Cereal and 
Soft Drink Workers; United Automobile, Aircraft and Agri-
cultural I..mplement ·workers of America; International Asso-
ciation of Machinists; and the International Brotherhood 
of Blacksmiths, Drop Forgers and Helpers was made to as-
certain causes of the amalgamation of labor unions • 
. Amalgamation was used to refer to any merger of ab-
sorption o:r one union by another. In the case .. of a sus-
pension , if other unions absorbed members of th~ suspended 
union , this too was considered as an amalgamation. The 
extent to vmich an amalgamation could reach was not limited 
by either a craft or industrial form of unionism. It 
could trespass freely the boundaries of each. The further 
the fu-nalgamation extended, the closer it would approach 
industrial unionism. The men involved could be workers on 
similar material, and. of the same employer, or of differ-
ent material with similar tools and of different employers. 
The minimum of slir1ilarity vms necessary f or a union to be 
classified as an runalg~1ated one. 
iii 
In studying the histories of the unions , an analysis 
of the chronology of each union was attempted. Data which 
was not pertinent to amalgamations vms i gnored . Absorp-
tions , mergers, title changes and suspensions ·were exam-
inec1 vlith the hope of their shedding light on the causes 
of amal gamation of labor tmions . The information used 
was f ·ound mainly in the proceedings of the .American Fed-
eration of Labor ' s annual conventions and in the various 
publications available which were put out by the unions 
studied. 
In conclusion it was found that there v.rere major and 
sub-factors influencing the amalgamation of labor unions . 
A division was made because it ·was felt that the major 
factors vvere basic and a prerequisite f ·or amalgamation. 
These factors were maturity, innovations ·technological 
changes and legal legislation. 
Maturity was a broad concept which included leader-
ship, mature in thought, and union politics , mature in 
action . It included a "savoir-faire" comparable to capable 
management in a large business firm . 
No special meaning \Jvas attached to "innovations" 
"technological change" or legal legislation . They were 
used in the normal context . 
The sub-factors included the existence of craft 
unionism , similarity of work or matel"ials , and union 
iv 
v 
politics. .A.ny one of these factors working in conjunction 
with one or more of the major factors ·vvould be sufficient 
to cause an amalgamation . It vms not claimed that an amal-
ga:mation woula. always occur but that these conditions 
could and did cause amalgamations . 
The operation (in relation to amalgamation) of the 
sub-factors vras the res.Ult ·CJf' the positive action of the 
major factors. If' one or more of the major factors were 
not operative , the minor ones could not cause an amalgama-
tion, even though when an amalgamation does occur, the sub-
factors act in conjunction with and as the result of the 
major ones. 
The problem of the general application of' the "con-
clusions" to all cases of amalgamations was encountered. 
It was realized that other "causesn which might be perti-
nent but for which there is no reliable evidence, or which 
were not recognizable from the material exruained, could 
be influential in determining reasons for runalgamation . 
Consequently, the conclusions given are restricted to the 
cases examined and are based on union records. 
